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Life Cycle Delivery of Public Infrastructure

Life-cycle delivery of infrastructure projects 
demands our attention. As the Commonwealth 
faces the interlocking threats of massive funding 

private partnerships (PPPs) offer some potential 

strategic transportation planning and responsible 
budgeting. This report summarizes the 
opportunities and challenges PPPs present and 
recommends a strategy Massachusetts should 
follow in the future that adds life-cycle approaches 

delivering “value for money” and which demands 

and decreasing costs to users and taxpayers.

While much recent attention on PPPs has focused 

cycle delivery strategies are not new. They have 
been used since our country’s earliest days and in 

over 90% of major public infrastructure projects 
from 1789 to 1933.  

America’s most recent experiences have 

generation of large upfront payments to the public 

of a $1.8 billion cash payment to Chicago in 
exchange for a ninety-nine year lease of the 
roadway.  The Indiana Toll Road deal involved a 

Indiana.  

The tremendous cash windfall and strategic logic 
behind each transaction should not obscure more 
important lessons about life-cycle procurement.  

Road procurements were the result of head-to-
head competition over lowest prices and highest 

million versus $1.8 billion). Rather than competing 

the procurements were structured such that the 
contract was awarded to the bidder offering the 
highest upfront payment.

for the Northumberland Bridge in Prince Edward 
Island and Toronto’s Highway 407 are also 
examined. Each demonstrates that competitive 
integration of design and construction with 

produce dramatic improvements in the cost of 

of infrastructure service.  

Lessons 
Learned: An Assessment of Select Public-
Private Partnerships in Massachusetts
infrastructure projects in Massachusetts in order to 
assess the level of private sector involvement and 
to draw lessons about appropriate procurement 
processes for life-cycle delivery.

The Commonwealth has the opportunity to 
choose when and where it makes sense to either 
combine or to segment key elements in the 

point is to determine the level of control the 
public sector wants over design. This is a complex 

construction and life-cycle costs.  A segmented 

Executive Summary

As the Commonwealth faces the 
interlocking threats of massive funding 

(PPPs) offer some potential relief.
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be largely completed before a decision is made on 

and lengthens project schedules.  

Once a decision on the appropriate level of control 

makes sense to combine design and construction 

To extend further down the construction value 

and operations and maintenance into a single 
competitive procurement. This approach has the 
virtue of combining highest service levels over a 

maintenance of public assets.  

the project’s potential ability to attract either direct 
or indirect funding (that is provided directly by 
the Commonwealth or indirectly through private 

project procurement should be broadened to 
consider our transportation assets as a portfolio. 
Do we have the resources to build and properly 
maintain all the projects we want using just  
design-bid-build and design-build?  Clearly not.  

Could we build and properly maintain more 
using a variety of approaches? Clearly yes. 
The challenge for the Commonwealth is to 

most appropriate as design-bid-build or design-
build and which projects are most appropriate 

appropriately funded directly and which are more 
appropriately funded indirectly.

operations and maintenance costs of current and 
planned assets must be known and transparent.  

procurement system should be revised to permit 

with access to the full range of methods would 
attract new participants and establish durable 

and a menu of well-understood procurement 
processes are the most important ingredients 
to successfully attacking and addressing 
Massachusetts infrastructure needs.

Based on the foundation of good procurement 

in a planning and procurement process that 
incorporates life-cycle delivery alongside other 
procurement methods.  

Much of our future infrastructure construction 
will continue to be performed through the 
traditional means of design-bid-build.  But with 

the Commonwealth should use life-cycle delivery 
methods to expand available resources and create 
value for taxpayers. 

and a menu of well-understood procurement 
processes are the most important ingredients 

to successfully attacking and addressing 
Massachusetts infrastructure needs.
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How Are Project Costs Paid?
Government pays for projects with public resources.

This includes monies obtained by:

(iii) receiving grants of money from other governments.

Funds are borrowed based on the credit-worthiness of the government. Grants received are available 
through taxes or charges by other governments.

Government attracts the private sector to pay for projects with private sector resources. This is typically 

“Indirect” includes monies obtained by:

(iii) raising equity.

Funds are typically borrowed for design and construction based on the credit-worthiness of the project to 

Introduction

1  creating the sense in the 
market that a series of privatization deals would 

promoting PPPs as a “solution” to America’s 
infrastructure problems. Most of these marketing 
efforts have failed: a cursory review of recent 

in 20 PPP proposals for American infrastructure 

houses have not yet succeeded in “unlocking the 
trapped value” in existing infrastructure projects 

through “monetization”. Recent events in the 

an even more careful and calculating evaluation 
of public infrastructure projects and facilities 
before far-reaching decisions are made by public 

exchange for very long term liability.  The “PPP” 
world is likely to move decidedly back toward a 

American academics supported by the National 

already explored the effective use of alternative 

services with better initial and long term cost and 
schedule performance.

Direct

Indirect

Figure 1
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A. Delivery and Financing of 
Infrastructure Projects
As the options and approaches for infrastructure 

into the history of infrastructure project delivery 

to think systemically about how the nation might 
move from its current focus on initial delivery to a 
more comprehensive focus on both initial delivery 
and life cycle delivery of public infrastructure.  

Two issues recur in the provision of public 
infrastructure: who pays for infrastructure 
services and who contracts with government as it 
arranges to deliver the three key elements of every 

long term operations and maintenance. Two 
different strategies are described below.2   

1. Who pays, at least initially?

Governments can choose one of two basic 

government to pay for infrastructure projects 
with cash that it raises for these purposes.  
Governments raise their own funds through sales 

and frequently borrow funds in private sector 

hand to pay for ongoing obligations like health 

the private sector that the revenue stream from 

government commitment amounts to “Direct” 
funding. 

Governments may also choose an alternative 

a government positions a public infrastructure 
asset in such a way that the private sector agrees 

the opportunity to recover this investment plus 
a reasonable return through the collection of 
tolls or user charges. The private sector typically 
provides these funds through a contribution of 
equity and by borrowing funds in private sector 

revenue stream from tolls and/or user charges is 

income taxes or tolls paid to government that 

fees paid to private sector companies that permit 

tax burden because the government permits the 
private sector to collect tolls and user fees as 
the vehicle for substituting private provision for 
public provision of infrastructure services.

2. Who Contracts With Government to 
Deliver What?

construction industry determines which 

PPPs accounted for over 90% of major 
public infrastructure projects from 1789 to 

1933.  
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government to provide public infrastructure.  
Architects and engineers must be professionally 
registered under state statutes that require them 

infrastructure facilities. General construction 

and generally provide construction services in 

arranged and provided for long term operations 
and maintenance of infrastructure facilities out of 
public operating budgets.  

construction industry have established 
procurement models to support contracts between 
the government and separate segments of the 
industry. Professional designers typically contract 
directly with governments to provide design 

General contractors typically contract directly 

maintain and operate the infrastructure facilities 
at public sector expense.  

Governments can choose one of two basic 
strategies in answer to the “Who contracts with 

government provides for key elements on a 
piecemeal or segmented basis by separately hiring 
designers and construction contractors to deliver 

combination of design and construction (design-
build) is a segmented process.)  

operations and maintenance in a single contract 
with a single entity. That single entity performs 
one or more of these functions itself and sub-

How Are Project Elements Delivered?

CombinedSegmented

The three (3) key elements of infrastructure 
projects are delivered separately from each 

Distinctions remain between capital budgets 
for the initial delivery of projects and the 
operating budgets for lo

Combining Design with Construction 
(Design-Build) is in
Operations % Maintenance.  

Design

Construction Operations & 
Maintenance

Design-Build

The three (3) key elements of infrastructure 

Distinctions are eliminated between capital 
budgets and operating budgets for these 
projects.

All “Public Private Partnerships” use 
combined delivery methods. 

Design-Build-Operate-Maintain
(including all combinations of public and 
private sector funding)

Figure 2
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and construction contractors to deliver the 

projects delivered through a combined or life-
cycle strategy may be termed “public-private 
partnerships” or “PPPs.” Figure 2 illustrates these 
basic choices.

B. Characterizing Infrastructure 
Projects
The combination of the concepts in Figures 1 

of quadrants developed within MIT’s Civil 
and Environmental Engineering Department 
in the 1990’s (the MIT Framework). The MIT 
Framework distinguishes between direct and 

combined delivery strategies. The horizontal 

maintenance of an infrastructure facility are 
segmented into multiple contracts or combined 
in a single contract. The vertical axis represents 
the degree to which funds to pay for capital and 
operating costs are direct or indirect. America’s 
225 year experience with infrastructure delivery 

produced America’s infrastructure networks have 

shown in Figure 3.

 

III II

IIV Direct

Indirect

CombinedSegmented

Design-Build

Design-Bid-Build
(And Construction Mgmt. At Risk)

Design-Build-Operate-Maintain
(Alt 1 - all public funding)

Design-Build-Finance-
Operate-Maintain
(NO public funding)

Design-Build-Operate-Maintain

Project Delivery Method

Figure 3
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I. Two Hundred Years of 
PPPs in the United States
America’s experience with PPPs dates to 

key delivery methods listed in Figure 3 have 
been repeatedly and successfully used. Claims by 

of these methods is inherently new or better are 
not true. There is no project delivery method that 
is uniquely and consistently best for the delivery 
of all of America’s infrastructure projects.  

governments faced the same issues currently 

short and long term) of new or refurbished 

by the value received? Infrastructure capacity 

and international commerce rely.  

To address pressing infrastructure needs when 
public budgets were tight and there were competing 

governments used all of the six key delivery 

most states along the Atlantic seaboard invested 
public funds in infrastructure development 

was caused in part by inappropriate investment of 
public resources in stock companies promoting 

states amended their constitutions to preclude 
direct state aid to companies or individuals 
engaging in infrastructure improvements.3 

Early Emphasis by Congress on 
Life Cycle Delivery Methods

Quadrant I

Quadrant III

Quadrant IV

Quadrant II

CombinedSegmented

Direct

Indirect

93.4%
6.6%

From Principles

800 Projects
Authorized
By Congress
Prior to 1933

Figure 4
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generation facilities and distribution networks.4   

Figure 4.) Congress was primarily interested in 
obtaining infrastructure services over many years 
and not simply focused on initial delivery of an 

delivery of infrastructure services.

Congress pushed projects directly with its own 

indirectly through concession and lease 
arrangements which attracted private sector debt 

eight (62.5 %) of the projects it promoted through 

was practical as well as political. Projects like 
clearing obstructions and establishing navigation 
aids such as buoys and lighthouses on navigable 

waterways such as the Hudson River where the 

state.

infrastructure needs had to be solved with the 
assistance of private investment. Federal and 

where technology that had been developed in the 
private sector was unproven or where revenue 

allocation of scarce public resources. In these 

Advances in Technology through the 
Integration of Design with Construction 
and with O&M.  
John A Roebling’s Wire Cable technology 

B. Eads’ diving apparatus and Carnegie’s 

scouring mat jetties permanently opened 
the mouth of the Mississippi River to 
navigation to the Gulf of Mexico.

Congress’ Dual Track 
Financing Strategy

Quadrant I

Quadrant III

Quadrant IV

Quadrant II

CombinedSegmented

Direct

Indirect

37.5%

62.5%

From Principles

800 Projects
Authorized
By Congress
Prior to 1933

Figure 5
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(p.8) for three well known examples.)

Figure 6 summarizes the basic choices Congress 
made in this period.

again strapped for cash and the technology 
needed to improve infrastructure performance 
is increasingly to be found in the private sector.  
Governments are again likely to alter their mix of 

greater reliance on private sector investment in 

on the future transportation service and funding 

5 This report recommends that 
Congress should provide direct support for the 
nation’s infrastructure networks at about 40% of 
life cycle costs.  

This is a substantial change from the Eisenhower-

federal grant funding and 10% matching state 

the nation appears to have come almost full 

heading back to an equilibrium in which the 
government pushes infrastructure projects about 

pulls infrastructure projects the rest of the time 

Pre-1933

Harbor Improvements
Navigable Rivers Projects
Navigation Aids
Territorial Roads and Trails
Military Roads
Public Buildings

Direct
Finance

Indirect
Finance

Appropriations Contracts
(Franchises)

Most Canals

Post Roads
Railroads

Power

TRACK 1 TRACK 2
From Principles

Figure 6
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of services.

of public infrastructure facilities and services 

the infrastructure collection and the population 
it serves are constantly evolving and changing.  
What we are now willing to accept as “high 

methods not only add to the demand for 

the emergence of wireless technology is quickly 

what governments and users expect in the way 

to pay for access to internet-based information 

and sports.

infrastructure networks have always relied on 
both government and private sector investment.  

have generally been the result of private sector 

indirect government funding have regularly 

particular infrastructure classes. This continues 

sector technology advances in computerized 
control of water and wastewater treatment 
processes have allowed Combined methods to 
be effective in improving the quality and cost 
performance of water and wastewater treatment 
facilities along with more frequent use of indirect 

answer in determining whether direct or indirect 

classes of infrastructure projects.  Throughout 

equipment have mixed with available public 
and private funds to deliver infrastructure 
assets in three of the four quadrants of the MIT 
Framework.  Advances in science have combined 

and renew America’s infrastructure assets. Recent 

to the re-discovery of workable combinations of 

are focused on delivering better infrastructure 

competitive advantage to the American economy 
in an increasingly international marketplace.  
As factions push for one or another “public” or 

“stuck” with both public and private investment.  

There is no project delivery method that 
is uniquely and consistently best for the 

delivery of all of America’s infrastructure 
projects.

practices have generally been the result of 

changing public demands.
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II. Recent Experience with 
Public-Private Partnerships
With the historical use of public-private 

these project delivery methods offer a range of 
experience. This section will analyze several of 

experience.  

A. Monetization PPPs: Reaching 
Deep into the Future for Current 
Cash
1. The Chicago Skyway 

with a consortium comprised of Macquarie Bank 
(Australia) and Cintra Concesiones (now based 

with an up-front $1.8 billion cash payment to the 
City of Chicago. The City awarded the lease to 
Cintra/Macquarie based on the amount of this 

dollars more than the second bidder. The City 
used the cash infusion to pay down existing debt 

an $800 million rainy day fund for use outside the 
transportation system.

2. The Indiana Toll Road 

Toll Road with a consortium comprised of 

Group (Australia). Cintra won the contract 

governor Mitch Daniels committed all proceeds 
from the lease to transportation improvements 

Two billion dollars of the funds received will 

interstate highway to be built across the state from 

route connecting at its most southern terminus 
to Texas and Mexico. One billion dollars were 

with the remaining $800 million slated to fund 
local transportation improvements along the 
Indiana toll road corridor.

3. Texas SH 121

and JP Morgan Fund “won” the procurement 

road concession in the Dallas Metroplex. Cintra/
JP Morgan was originally selected as the winner 
following a multi-million dollar competition for 

The Cintra/JP Morgan Fund proposal was 
determined to provide the best value among 

million in new equity investment to meet the 

region’s publicly owned and managed toll roads. 

the Cintra/JP Morgan Fund team had already 

and operations risks through the development 
of conceptual design at its own expense.  It also 

services to the consortium if and when the 
concession was awarded. 

submitted a post-competition proposal to the 
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NTTA currently operates sixty-four miles of 
existing toll road in the Dallas Metroplex.  NTTA’s 
proposal to the Dallas Council of Governments 
was subsequently judged to be superior to that of 
Cintra/JP Morgan. It offered an up front payment 
from one government (NTTA) to another 
government (Texas DOT) that was slightly larger 
than the payment the Cintra/JP Morgan Fund team 
had proposed. The project was awarded to NTTA. 

6    

substantial uncertainty about the future of 

some of the reasons that the consequences of the 

monitored closely by both private and public 

legislature has adopted a two year moratorium 
on most such arrangements pending further 

next session.  

4. Problems with Monetization PPPs

121 procurements have produced a great deal of 

spent on transaction costs associated with PPP 

closed successfully.  

the Indiana TR will do what the previous public 

right to raise tolls was set forth in the concession 

award itself. Future tolls will be computed using 
whichever of three price escalators produces 

GDP.  

deals stand out when compared to infrastructure 
deals struck between public clients and private 
producers over the last two hundred years! Rather 

the contract was awarded to the bidder offering 
the highest upfront payment. The full amount 
of these upfront payments must be recovered 
through tolls.  

toll-paying users of the road were from out of state.  

control of both houses in the Indiana legislature 
switched from Republican to Democrat. And it 
may be that Indiana is best served by spending its 

Characteristic NTTA Cintra
Current Total Miles of Toll 
Roadway in Operation

64 miles

Toll Roadway Miles Opened 
Prior to 1999

22 miles 30 miles

Toll Roadway Miles Opened 
in 1999 or Later

42 miles

Rate of Toll Roadway Miles 5.2 miles 151.7 miles

Construction Cost of Toll 
Roadways Opened in 1999 
or later (with partners)

$1.192B $6.755B

Rate of Construction Cost 
Expended Per Year on Toll 
Roadways Opened in 1999 
or later (with partners)

$149M $807M

Total Miles of Existing Toll 
Roadway in North America

63.9 miles 231.5 miles 

Table 1
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$3.8 billion on projects that improve its position 
as a logistical transportation hub.  

with each transaction raised intractable questions.  

terms were not competitively tested.7

indicating that government could have obtained 
both the payment it sought and lower tolls or 
shorter terms. The use of per capita GDP increases 
as an escalation factor was also not competitively 
tested through the procurement process. The 

but rather in a rolling competition where service 

were not high priorities.

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey are exploring 
similar arrangements for the Pennsylvania and 

rates of growth in GDP and the CPI to estimate 
ranges for the growth in tolls. For the Chicago 

that passenger car tolls will rise from $2.00 to 

analysis suggests that passenger car tolls will rise 

width of these ranges strongly suggests that there 

price when these terms were negotiated after the 
concession winner was determined.  

Toll Road transactions are likely to be seen as 
aberrations in the privately funded delivery of 

and not the emerging paradigm claimed by their 

but it is more likely that such transactions will be 

not by the notion that existing infrastructure 
services can be productively used as plentiful 
sources of cash in exchange for a century of 
higher than necessary user fees.  

competition was a “cold shower” for potential 
participants in Texas that were otherwise willing 
to compete on price and quality. The Texas process 

competition with predictable results. There is 
a practical limit to how much bid and proposal 
preparation costs private sector competitors 
are willing to incur in pursuit of uncertain 
PPP agreements. In order to attract reputable 

must substantially improve their treatment of 
prospective and actual competitors for PPP or life 

(and tolls) will be higher than would be required 

important than any other factor in the public’s 
acceptance of PPP transactions.  
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Based on Life Cycle Delivery
Two Canadian projects completed in the 1990s 
illustrate where many observers thought 
combined delivery projects were heading in the 

sound planning and policy-making. The term 

the market has been side-tracked since. These 
Canadian projects demonstrate that competitive 
integration of the design and construction 
with operations and maintenance can and does 
produce dramatic improvements in the cost of 

of infrastructure service. The projects ought to 
be used as guideposts for Massachusetts policy-
makers as the state considers how to use and 
apply a Massachusetts version of PPPs based 
on life cycle delivery of essential infrastructure 
services.8 

1. Northumberland Bridge, PEI

of Prince Edward Island to the Province of New 
Brunswick.9 The Bridge replaces ferry service 
previously operated by the federal government.

 

Figure 7: Location of the 
Northumberland Strait Bridge

The history of the ferry service and the Canadian 
federal government’s decision to replace it with 

of the Canadian confederation in 1867. A key 
factor in the development of the Northumberland 
Bridge project was the constitutional commitment 
of the federal government of Canada to maintain 

Canada highway from the east coast to the 

When the Trans-Canada highway crossed the 

operated by the federal government.

including interruptions during bad weather and 
the rising cost of transporting goods and cargo.  

Federal investment in larger ferries capable of 
transporting large trucks solved some of these 

and the resulting toll charges rose sharply in 
the 1980s. To understand the problem and its 

detailed analysis of past capital and operating 

capital and operating expenses and revenues (life 

year period. The government used this analysis 

These...projects demonstrate that 
competitive integration of the design 
and construction with operations and 
maintenance can and does produce 

dramatic improvements in the cost of initial 

infrastructure service.
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the government sought to enable private sector 
delivery of better infrastructure services across 
the strait via a new bridge at a substantially lower 
net cost to the government and toll payers.

delivery costs and revenues if it continued the 
ferry operations (including a needed substantial 

competitive procurement strategy that attracted 
strong proposals from a number of experienced 
teams. Included in the government’s request for 

performance of the crossing (either a bridge or 

term.  

understand its current and future costs for ferry 

commitments in the RFP.  

$41.9 million dollars annually (in 1992 Canadian 
dollars)10

substantially less than the anticipated cost of 

government committed to begin these payments 

required that the successful bidder would take 
over and run the ferry service in the event the 

that the winner would meet or exceed the design 

provide the lowest fare structure (evaluated on 
a common basis by the government) over the 

The effect of a well planned competitive 
procurement process was extraordinary. Teams 
with designs that were expensive to build and/or 

franchise would be forced to recover these higher 

strong incentive for teams to design for ease of 

and for long life.  

By committing to pay $41.9 million dollars per 

government eliminated concerns about cash 

consortium was able to arrange for private 

borrowing rate available to the federal government 
itself. The effect of a sound procurement plan 

directly into the lowest possible fare structure 
over the concession term.  

By requiring the winner to operate the ferry system 

the government sent a clear signal that design 

Figure 8: The Winning Consortium’s 
Outdoor Factory
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and construction risks would be transferred to the 

accustomed to accepting and managing such risks 

The winning consortium proposed a pre-cast 
concrete structure in four basic parts and a 
construction process that matched the procurement 
strategy planned by the government.  Each element 
of the proposed bridge was designed with ease 

mind. The winning proposer planned to build the 
four basic parts of the bridge in what amounted to 
an outdoor factory where the components moved 
as they were being built along an assembly line 
toward a temporary pier where the world’s largest 

the bridge.

The procurement was structured to give the 
winning consortium powerful incentives to create 
an innovative design and employ new construction 
technologies. To minimize its operations and 

permit most maintenance to occur from inside the 

To extend the short construction season in the 

adhesives for use in cold temperatures. To protect 
the bridge from structural damage by heavy ice 

to break upwards. To properly secure the piers to 

for the installation of high-strength underwater 
grout and the transport barge was equipped with 
systems to place and hold piers within a fraction 
of an inch of the design location.  

yearly fee to the concessionaire and operating the 

agreement requires that the bridge be returned 
to full ownership and control of the federal 

transfer price of $1. The bridge’s useful life of one 
hundred years will put the federal government in 
the position of either operating the bridge as a toll 

The procurement plan followed by the federal 
government successfully achieved what current 

well-planned infrastructure service will provide 
additional value at a fair (in this case lower) cost 
to the government and/or to users.

2. Highway 407 ETR

The Highway 407 ETR project is a congestion 

Toronto. Originally built by the private sector in 
the mid 1990s and taken back for public operation 

Figure 9: Northumberland Bridge 
Nearing Completion (1997)
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in 1997 following a change in government in 

2000.11 

in the Toronto region north of Highway 401 
had been evident. Toronto had emerged as the 

and Highway 401 was repeatedly widened and 
expanded to accommodate heavy truck and 

periods of time throughout extended morning and 
evening rush hours  

Figure 10 shows the original center section of 

a competition in which the government organized 

the design and construction (design-build) 
portion of the proposal of one of the teams but 
the electronic toll collection system of the other 
team. The government accepted the design and 
construction proposal it liked and converted the 
project to design-build.  

The government subsequently hired Hughes 

(ETC/AVI) system to be installed after the design-
build portion of the road project.  

into an entirely electronic toll collection system.  
It either reads transponders on cars traveling the 

and no need for extensive additional paved space 
where vehicles are stacked to wait to pay tolls.  
Cars and trucks simply drive through at speed.  

billion building the road and installing the ETC/
AVI system. Although there were some technical 

congestion relief was now available for a portion 
of the trip on Highway 407. 

Ontario government began to explore private 
operation of both the road and the ETC/AVI 
system. It recombined the two separate contracts 
into a single long term DBFOM concession to 

and maintenance into a single contract.  

Just as in the case of the Northumberland Bridge 

analysis collecting prior capital and operating 
expenses and revenues and projecting estimated 
future capital and operating expenses and 
revenues (life cycle delivery costs and revenues) 

the government issued a Request for Proposals to 

Figure 10: Highway 407 ETR Across the 
Northern Tier of Toronto, Ontario
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west extensions. The proposal sought bids to 
acquire the project from the province for a ninety-

operating requirements for both the existing and 

managing toll increases during the concession.

most highly ranked teams and ultimately selected 
Cintra’s12 bid of $3.0 billion dollars. After the 

payment to retire the 1997 debt incurred while 

and applied the remaining $1.5 billion to other 
transportation projects in the province.  

Figure 11 shows the successive strategies 
employed by the province to build Highway 407 
(Part I) and to complete the road as a Design Build 

north of Toronto has doubled and congestion on 

successful toll roads in North America.

C. Massachusetts’ Recent 
Experiments with Infrastructure 
Project Delivery

Lessons Learned: 
An Assessment of Select Public-Private 
Partnerships in Massachusetts
case studies reviewed the methods employed 
for major infrastructure project delivery in 
Massachusetts.  These projects were the Route 3 
North reconstruction project from Burlington to 

contract between the MBTA and Massachusetts 

and recycling of solid waste (a “trash to cash” 
plant) in North Andover. 

not based on life cycle delivery and do not meet 

the private-sector contractor to price and deliver 
an infrastructure facility on a life cycle delivery 

its member communities.  

The Route 3 North project demonstrates how 
the combination of design with construction 

the cost and time of initial delivery.  

Figure 11
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The agreement between MBTA and MBCR 
shows how a public entity can contract with 
the private sector to substantially reduce the 
amount of deferred maintenance within an 

and maintenance contract approach to position 
the network for better future technical and life-
cycle cost performance.  

hundreds of private-sector engineers and 
construction managers to the staff available to 
manage one of the largest and most complex 

how a public entity can adjust its internal capacity 
to manage projects over short periods of time.

life cycle delivery (public-private partnerships) 
in Massachusetts.  Because the service agreement 
contained an unconditional obligation on the part 
of the member towns to pay all of the contractor’s 

transferred to the contractor.  

which the Commonwealth commanded others 
(the member communities) to take risks with an 
emerging technology in circumstances where the 

have done so.  The scope of the project had not yet 

an extremely “soft” competition was conducted 

obtaining a simultaneous commitment from the 
bidder as to what precisely would be built and 

what precise charges would be paid by member 
towns.  Because the procurement was so poorly 

over a 20-year term.  The terms of the service 
agreement were negotiated by the Commonwealth 
on behalf of the member towns after the contractor 
had been selected.  

produce unacceptable results with respect to any 
infrastructure facility.  

There are few local success stories in the effective 

Commonwealth considers additional mechanisms 
to quicken the pace and increase its level of 

legislative models for life-cycle delivery of 
major infrastructure facilities already exist.  

13  
and policy makers should consider using them to 
establish a durable market that supports the full 

in the Commonwealth.  

The effect of a sound procurement plan 

translated directly into the lowest possible 
fare structure over the concession term.  
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III. Framework For 
Considering and Using Life 
Cycle Delivery
For a government to properly consider the use 
of alternative funding and delivery strategies for 

about upcoming projects should be made public as 

to consider in fashioning the Commonwealth’s 
future infrastructure strategy. 

A. Separating Design from 
Construction

predominant purpose is occupation by people.  For 

conclude that practical control over the initial 
design is required.  

Manager at Risk) is usually the method chosen to 
deliver this design. The logic behind this choice 
usually comes from the conclusion that the most 
important goal in planning the infrastructure 

making the decision to move forward with 
construction. DBB and CM at Risk are viable 

which are not commonly part of the evaluation 

continue to be the most regularly used delivery 
method for public infrastructure facilities.

There are several advantages to DBB and CM at 

requirements for the public owner. The public 
entity can review and approve alternative design 
concepts and details to ensure that it approves all 

without incurring any liability for construction 

facilitate better coordination between the designer 
and the eventual contractor before the design is 

to the DBB approach. Because the designer 
typically does not consider the cost of 

from the construction function causes the 
public owner to lose substantial control over the 

owner has essentially no control over long-term 

or 150-200 times the cost of initial design.14   

Public owners typically ignore life cycle delivery 
costs when using design-bid-build. The life cycle 
obligations a public owner assumes when it 
approves the design and construction of a public 

simply passed on to taxpayers or users.

B. Shifting the Focus from Initial 
Design to Initial Delivery

functions. Where the combination of design and 
construction in a single competitive procurement 
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savings in cost and in the time required for initial 

is a viable alternative to DBB. In Design-Build 

the overarching goals of the public entity are 

managing both the design and construction to a 

DB is a viable approach for virtually all engineering 
projects for which clear design requirements can 
be established before a competitive procurement 
process. DB is a possible approach for heavily 

owner can clearly establish design requirements 
that will remain stable throughout the competitive 
process and after award.  

DB comes with some additional risk. Changes 
in design requirements initiated after award are 
much more expensive to the public owner in 

requirements typically delays construction and 

requirements occur before the construction 
contractor is hired.

advantages over DBB. If a public entity is 
prepared to establish stable design requirements 
in a competitive procurement for both design 

over DBB and typical time savings are 12% over 

Disadvantages include lack of control over long-

careful attention has been paid to operations and 
maintenance characteristics and features in the DB 

and borrowing costs) that a public owner assumes 
when it approves DB for a public building are 
simply passed on to taxpayers or users.

C. Shifting the Focus from Initial 
Delivery to Life Cycle Delivery
The cost of long-term operations and maintenance 
on public infrastructure assets is a critical 

inadequate maintenance of existing assets each 

Governments need to decide early in a project’s 
development process whether they plan to provide 

An Effective Approach to Design-Build
The ABA 2007 Model Code for Public 
Infrastructure Procurement establishes a 

methods in which design is integrated 
with construction.   The starting gate 
is creating design requirements and 
giving competitors adequate notice of 
the functional requirements to be met.  

submitted at the time the proposals are 

would aesthetically incorporate design 
requirements into the facility to be 
constructed.  The 2007 MC PIP requires 
public owners to do the homework 

on aesthetic and architectural bases for 
evaluation and comparison before a 
design-builder is selected.
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below lists the six key delivery methods along 

consequences of choosing between initial delivery 
and life cycle delivery.

government is focusing on the other three possible 

This basic choice has important consequences.  

should immediately face the question of how 
the government will provide and pay for long-

historically avoided questions about ongoing 
expenditures for operation and maintenance. 

The vast majority of public buildings are 
operated with underfunded maintenance budgets.  
Inadequate operations and maintenance budgeting 

than necessary capital replacement costs become 
necessary. Failure to properly perform operations 
and maintenance services throughout the life cycle 

shortened useful life of existing facilities. 

inspect and maintain important infrastructure 
facilities. Bridge collapses on the interstate 

Basic Project Delivery Choices

Initial Delivery And

O&M by Contract
Life Cycle Delivery
(Typically 25 to 35 Years)

Initial
Design Initial

Design & 
Construction

O&M by
Contract
(No Deferred
Maintenance)

O&M by Public Entity
(Historical funding problems –

shortening life, lowering service 
level, and increasing Life Cycle Cost s)

Initial
Constr.

DBB
CM at Risk

Design
Build

O&M by
Contract

Revenue Streams To Repay Public and/or 
Private Debt are ALL “Arranged” with

Public Sector Assistance

Public Entity
Takes Entire

Finance
Risk

FOCUS ON INITIAL DELIVERY FOCUS ON LIFE CYCLE DELIVERY

DBOM
Alternate 1

Private and Public
Entities
Share

Finance Risk

Private Entity
Takes Entire

Finance
Risk

DBOM
Alternate 2 DBFOM

Embedded Maintenance Costs With All Approaches

Figure 12
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potent reminders of the impact of deferred 
inspection and proper maintenance.  Years of 

of degradation in the value and the useful life of 

higher capital replacement costs throughout 
transportation infrastructure networks. 

Where an existing facility is being poorly 

practical to focus on managing the operations and 

new facility that requires separate design and 
where long-term operations and maintenance is 
a priority.  

have been successfully contracted out through 
competitively awarded contracts. Contract 
operations and maintenance have been used in 
public infrastructure facilities for occupied spaces 

other heavily occupied and used space.

The principal advantage of operation and 
maintenance by contract is that a mechanism is 
established by which operations and maintenance 
services that are not otherwise being performed 

regular basis. The addition of an operations 
and maintenance contract typically results in 

usually results in substantial reduction of life 
cycle costs.  

Competitive pricing for long term operations and 
maintenance can typically produce savings of 10 

MBTA moved to contract cleaning operations 

standards contained in the competitively bid 
contracts were checked and enforced on a daily 
basis as a condition for payment.

Another advantage of long term operation and 
maintenance contracts is that they establish the 
actual costs for maintaining an infrastructure 
facility. With a solid factual understanding of 

or life cycle delivery) approach. 

with MBTA to operate and maintain the commuter 

Deferral of maintenance essentially 

replacement costs throughout transportation 
infrastructure networks. 

Where an existing facility is being poorly 
operated and maintained...it may be practical 

to focus on managing the operations and 
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railroad network. With proper accounting and 

in a better position to estimate ongoing capital 
and maintenance costs over long periods of 

commuter rail network through a steady program 
over many years.  

D. Whether a Project Can Produce a 
Return on Investment for a Private 
Entity
Before considering whether public funds are 
(or should be made) available to fund one or 

consider whether an infrastructure project can 

in part. Figure 13 shows the three basic sources 

and private) and equity funds contributed by the 
private sector. Typical obligations of state and 
local governments in the Commonwealth are 

the left side of Figure 13. Four of the six basic 
delivery methods rely exclusively on public sector 

through these types of public obligations do not 
include either of the two basic delivery methods 

or DBFOM.  

Figure 14 presents a summary of characteristics 
that make infrastructure projects suitable for 

public and private sources of debt and equity.  

Sources of Funding For Public Infrastructure Facilities

Based On The
Creditworthiness

Of the Project

DBB
CM at Risk

Design
Build

O&M by
Contract

DBOM
Alternate 1

DBOM
Alternate 2 DBFOM

Based On The 
Creditworthiness

Of the Entity

Obligations of State 
and

Local Public Entities

Municipal 
Bonds

General
Obligation

Bonds

Bond
Anticipation

Notes

Obligations of 
Private Infrastructure 

Providers

Funds For Infrastructure Through Debt Funds For 
Infrastructure

Through Private 
Equity

Credit Enhancements (TIFIA, Revolving Funds, etc.)

From Cash

On Hand:
(e.g.)

From Grants

From Prior
Savings

From
Stabilization

Funds

Figure 13
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Figure 14 was developed based on a series of 

using private funding to support an aggressive 
program of infrastructure improvements.  

invest elsewhere (geographically or out of the 

by governments in assessing public sector 
investments simply does not apply in the same 
way. Before investors agree with producers 

comfortable along three basic themes.  

sponsor is its willingness to put up substantial 
equity that doesn’t get repaid until after investors 
are repaid in full.15 Investors want to have 

and local experience to overcome expected and 
unexpected problems in providing and operating 
the facility.  

has a strong rationale. Economic and technical 
feasibility has to be clearly shown.16 Another key 
ingredient is strong government support for the 
project.  

investment in a public sector infrastructure 

on traditional investments in the private sector.  

of the confusion surrounding the use of life cycle 
delivery (PPP) approaches around the world.  

Characteristics of Infrastructure Projects Suitable for 
Financing Through Private Debt and Private Equity

Caveats:  1.  Each project is unique in terms of location, difficulty, and potential revenues.
2.  Each project enters the financial market at a different time with different market conditions.

Good Sponsors in the
Private Sector:

(a) Strong local knowledge;

(b) Willing to put up substantial 
amount of  own 
capital at risk as equity;

(c) Sufficient financial strength to 
overcome expected and unexpected 
problems in designing, building, 
operating and maintaining the 
proposed facility

Good Project Rationale:
(a) Feasible in terms of
design, construction, and operation;

(b) Makes good economic sense, 
because it generates reliable revenues 
sufficient to finance the project.

(c) Supported by the 
appropriate local, state, and national 
governments, reducing the risk of work 
or revenue stoppages.

(d) Supported by local banks, 
willing to assist in either long-term or 
construction finance for the project.

Good Return:
(a) Must produce a
Good Return for the Sponsors; 

(b) Must produce a
Good Return for the Financing 
Investors;

(c) Rates of return must be 
higher than other, more 
traditional, investments.

Adapted from “Aligning Infrastructure Development Strategy to Meet Current Public Needs”, 
PhD Dissertation, MIT, by John B. Miller, May, 1995, pp. 41-2.

Figure 14
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argument was that it would be folly for the state 
to allow a “plum” toll-road project to go to the 
private sector for funding. NTTA argued that it 
was better for the public entity to incur the debt.  

willing to put up $760 million in equity and $2.25 

asset was “too valuable” to put into the private 
sector.17 

18  

use of private sector resources to close the gap 
between the level of resources governments can 
provide and the level needed to compete in world 
markets is all to the good. Two hundred years of 

shortfall in public sector funding.

fact backwards. The Metroplex master plan 
estimated that tens of billions of dollars in private 
infrastructure investment were required to 
complete the plan.  Dallas Metroplex governments 
were attempting to accelerate a substantial 
upgrade in the region’s infrastructure portfolio to 
a pace much faster than public investment alone 
could ever support. Turning down an equity 
investment by Cintra of $763 million in favor of 
the $3 billion plus in public sector debt by NTTA 

example where governments’ long-term interest 
was to attract private sector investment at the 
portfolio level in “good” projects. This seems 

within stakeholder groups who are never quite 
sure that the thirst for more and more money up-

front isn’t unnecessarily raising tolls and the rate 

clear that the public sector’s long-term goals to 
stretch public dollars through competition over 

sector dollars to the infrastructure sector can only 
be achieved if all the features set forth in Figure 
14 hold true. 

Moving the Line between Public and 
Private: Opportunities Small and Large
Depending on where the line between 

our view of what should be “public” and 
what should be “private” should continue 

that the road network to and from the 
Burlington Mall should be in the public 

sector. But could a similar distinction be 
applied to the space not directly connected 
to transportation at MBTA stations? How 
far away from the subway platform should 
the line of private space be drawn? In 

sector’s responsibility for initial delivery 
and life cycle delivery costs of a mass-
transit system. When the new Boston 
Garden was built on top of a new North 

mid-course corrections throughout the 
Commonwealth serve to substantially 
improve how public and private sector 

collection of public infrastructure assets?
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attracted to infrastructure projects through very 

approach is not sustainable. The better practice 
with respect to such large projects is to allocate to 
the private sector a typically small percentage of 

projects where a strong return on investment 

the focus of these projects can and should be 

return” on this category of projects has the added 

permitting facilities to either be “re-concessioned” 
at competitive pricing or converted from tolled 
facilities to non-tolled facilities.

E. Understanding the Portfolio 
Approach to Project Delivery
Consider thinking about collections of projects 

one of the projects in a collection toward life 
cycle delivery might be that the resulting savings 
in cost on that project will allow another project 

the “portfolio approach” to project delivery is 
outlined.  

project list looking several years (the suggested 
period is ten years) into the future. To be prepared 
to properly consider the use of different funding 
and delivery strategies for public infrastructure 

to public decision makers.19 This includes a 

project might be supported in whole or in part by 
tolls or user fees.

contributions to these projects through an analysis 
of “practically available” public funds over the 

and voters to authorize increased public debt for 
infrastructure has practical limits. “Practically 

cash available through borrowing) are those 
that governments will vote to make available in 
support of an infrastructure project.20

cash to pay for all the projects on the preliminary 
21 or if cash 

appropriated to fund selected projects.  

exchange for a commitment to repay the debt 
through the issuance of bonds or notes. Most 

borrow money for infrastructure expenditures at 

markets.  

One reason to push one of the projects in a 
collection toward life cycle delivery might 
be that the resulting savings in cost on that 

project will allow another project in the 
collection...to proceed.
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different combinations of the six key delivery 
methods against projects on the preliminary project 

cycle delivery methods applied to some projects.  
Life cycle delivery options generally offer two 

projects that are further down the preliminary 
list of infrastructure projects.22 Economies of 

techniques are typical ways in which a portfolio 

more infrastructure projects at a faster pace.  

Hong Kong: The Portfolio Approach in Practice

British and Chinese governments) is represented in the Figure below.  

Approximately 80% of the projects were delivered by DBB using only public funds. A few signature 

few large transportation projects where demand was strong and revenue was predictable were positioned 

Hong Kong’s 1987 – 1997 Infrastructure Expansion Strategy

1. >500 Billion ($HK) Work < 10 years;
2. Major Private Investment in Quad II, 
3. Which Allowed Expanded and Earlier Public 

Investment in Quad’s I and IV;
4. Faster Delivery for Entire Collection;
5. Life-cycle cost responsibility in Quad’s 

I and II:
a. improved initial quality
b. attracted private investment in new technology.

IIV

III II

Direct

Indirect

CombinedSegmented

DB
Design Build

DBB
Design-Bid-Build

DBOM
Design-Build-Operate-Maintain

DBFOM
Design-Build-Finance-
Operate-Maintain

Tuen Mun Rd

Tsing Ma Bridge

DBB Remains In 
Frequent Use
(80% of  the number
Of Projects Annually)

Central Harbour Crossing
Eastern Harbour Crossing
Tate’s Cairn Tunnel

Western Harbour Crossing

Many Landfill Projects:  

NENT

Chemical Waste Treatment Plant

Overall Results
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In situations where there are opportunities to be 

an infrastructure facility.23 For government to 

a facility’s entire life cycle is typically the over-
arching goal.  

DBOM has proven viable for virtually all 

requirements are included at the start of a 
competitive procurement. The DBOM approach 
may also be suitable for heavily occupied public 

with respect to DB.24

owner must have clearly established and stable 
design requirements as a basis for competition.  

The principal advantage of DBOM should be that 

private sector participants are in head-to-head 

effectively designed for ease of construction and 
for ease of operations and maintenance. Provided 
that the evaluation factors reward proposers that 
best achieve this integration through the most 
technically and commercially advantageous 

and typical time for delivery of 25% over DBB.  
Life cycle costs incurred by the public entity 

and borrowing costs) must be competitively tested 
before being passed on to taxpayers or users.

technologies and/or innovations25 present 

government to realize long term improvement 

infrastructure facility. Where such technologies 
or innovations are obtainable from the private 

operate-maintain (DBFOM) can be a practical 
alternative for government.  

strategy in which the private sector takes all 
26

opportunities to incorporate breakthrough 

technology and innovation to infrastructure 
networks throughout American history. This 
strategy invites innovation across the entire 

cost escalators.

Figure 15 summarizes the essential elements of the 
process described in this section for identifying 
which of the six basic delivery methods are viable 
options for each project under consideration.  

F. How the Quadrants in the MIT 
Framework Differ
Effective use of the MIT Framework will 

performance. Research conducted at MIT 
demonstrated repeatedly that delivery strategies 
positioned in each of the quadrants produce 
predictable results. While no single delivery 
method will be appropriate for all infrastructure 

quickly learn and take advantage of the attributes 
of each quadrant (see Figure 16). 

1. Quadrant IV: Segmented, deliberately-
paced approach; Isolated technology; 
Least risk. 
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with design-bid-build (DBB). DBB’s segmented 

made on construction. DBB is the slowest and 

associated risk. It is the “isolated technology” 

technology is through the designer. Design-build 
(DB) offers opportunities for better integration of 

delivery costs.  

A measured increase in the number of stand 

useful in managing a collection of infrastructure 

between the MBTA and Massachusetts Bay 

be helpful in managing deferred maintenance and 
in understanding the true level of funding required 
to maintain and operate a complex network of 
infrastructure assets.

operation

and in situations where existing operations and 

cycle cost savings between 20% and 40%. Ideal 
candidates for DBOM Alternates 1 and 2 include 

DBB
CM at Risk

Design
Build

O&M by
Contract

Project Viability Of Basic Delivery Methods

DBOM
Alternate 1

DBOM
Alternate 2

Shared Funding
DBFOM

1.
the competitive process?

up substantial equity
at their own risk?

2. Does the Project have a “Good Rationale”?
3. Will the Project produce a “Good Return” 

Financing Investors?
a.  Higher than more traditional investments.

1. have sufficient cash on hand
to pay for Initial Delivery?

b. For Life Cycle 
c. Is cash available from grants?

2. ve capacity to borrow from 
capital markets and pay back the debt over the long term?
3.
reliance on user fees/tolls as well as in reliance on its own
creditworthiness?

With Public Funds With Private Funds

Figure 15
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infrastructure services. This approach is also 
ideal for projects that require private sector 
economies of scale in purchasing chemicals and 

sector innovation in equipment and in operations.  
Where “availability payments” or “shadow 
tolls” are being considered by the government in 

provide the most effective procurement solution.

3. Quadrant II: Innovation, new technology, 
high capital cost; High risk. 

user charges. This kind of private sector 
innovation may require high initial capital costs 
with relatively high risk. A government decision 

to take on an expensive project usually has strong 
adverse consequences elsewhere in the network.27 

of sense. The question to be asked is whether there 
is an acceptable way to attract a combination of 

Quadrant II Offers:

Combined Delivery with 

New Capital Investment
New Players

Quadrant I Offers:

Combined Delivery with Owner’s 
Money 

Associated Capital Investment
Different Players

Quadrant IV Offers:

A Place to Diffuse Technology 

At Design Completion

Quadrant III Offers:
Few
Averse to New Technology 

and To New Capital

Principles Text

CombinedCombined

IIIVIV

IIIIII IIII

DirectDirect

IndirectIndirect

SegmentedSegmented

18501850

19001900

19501950

20002000

The Quadrants Behave Differently
Figure 16
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IV. Recommendations
Infrastructure is the platform on which both 
the American economy and the economy of 

associated with health care and public education 
will continue to consume a larger percentage 
of general public revenues. With a substantial 

authorities have few options when faced with 

costs due to decaying existing infrastructure.  

services and better value for money across entire 
collections of projects will only intensify. In this 

(Design Build) and the integration of design with 

or PPP approaches) can play a vital role. 

Every infrastructure project requires government 

over the project’s entire life cycle. To discharge 

an understanding of future trends in infrastructure 
procurement. Massachusetts citizens have 

technology to assist the Commonwealth in meeting 

transparent basis. Three basic recommendations 
are offered as the Commonwealth moves forward 
to tackle infrastructure issues.

A. A Better Understanding of the 
Current Condition of Existing 
Assets 

and maintain accurate knowledge of physical 

costs of existing infrastructure assets. With 

can make effective use of current cost information 

that the Commonwealth’s investments in 
infrastructure in fact produce better levels 
of service and better value for money as the 

extended.

Technology is available today to permit 
government to gather detailed and accurate 
answers to the questions that support more 
effective decisions and better performance:

· What is the current actual cost to operate and 
maintain individual facilities within infrastructure 
networks? What is their current estimated 
replacement cost?

· 

years?  

· What is the current capacity of existing 
infrastructure facilities? What are the current 
and projected revenue streams associated with 
those facilities?

With a clear understanding of ongoing 

the Commonwealth can shift their focus away 

can improve to address both individual projects 
as well as the impact of each on the entire 
collection of infrastructure projects. Through 
a “portfolio” approach to entire networks of 

Infrastructure is the platform on which both 
the American economy and the economy of 

the Commonwealth run.
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to improving the cost and performance of public 
infrastructure at both the project and portfolio 

prices.

B. Developing a Flexible 
Procurement System for the 21st 
Century

procurement system constitutes the most serious 
obstacle to the effective use of the six basic 
delivery methods to improve public infrastructure 
assets. The Commonwealth’s procurement system 
should be revised to permit each of the six basic 

to each of the basic methods would attract new 
participants and establish durable markets.

the three basic methods for initial delivery: 
design-bid-build (DBB) and Construction 

methods for life cycle delivery: design-build-

design-build-operate-maintain alternate 2 (mixed 

28 

The procurement laws should insist on 

competitors and the competitive award of contracts 
based on pre-disclosed evaluation criteria and 
head-to-head competition. A new procurement 
strategy should incorporate evaluation factors 
that focus on higher levels of service for better 

evaluation criteria should focus on:

· Better future performance on the cost of both 
initial delivery and life cycle delivery when 
compared to known current performance;

· Higher levels of service when compared to known 
current conditions and levels of performance; 
and

· Improved environmental performance 
when compared to known levels of current 
performance.  

Adjusting the Pacheco Law

in Massachusetts.  The thrust of the 
statute is generally to discourage the 
transfer of public sector functions to the 
private sector solely for savings in the 

makes practical sense.  While it may be 

life cycle delivery projects that improve 
service levels and reduce life cycle costs 

Design-Build-Operate-Maintain contracts 
could typically extend for the world-wide 

of the law could be readily adapted to 

a pre-procurement ruling of compliance 

ruling would prove to be quite useful 
in focusing both the private and public 

approaches that improve the life-cycle cost 

goals that produce durable employment 
in public infrastructure and extend the 
infrastructure base on which the state’s 
economy rests.
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C. Expanding the Use of Life Cycle 
Delivery 

With continuing pressures for better infrastructure 

effective use of the three basic life cycle delivery 

Operate-Maintain (all private funding).  As MIT’s 

it possible to leverage government and private 
funds to achieve a program of infrastructure 
renewal and expansion beyond the capacity of 
government funds alone. 

These contracts hold much promise for 
governments when they incorporate a number 
of important elements. The public sector must 
expand its expertise in identifying infrastructure 

and private equity. Once a project is determined 

competitive procurement methods in the award 

government must identify and create relationships 
with good private sponsors that work towards 
ensuring that a given project features both a good 
project rationale along with a good return to 
private investors. 

V. Conclusion
If our perspective were limited to the last few 

infrastructure industry and the public procurement 
market it generates are simply going through 
another cycle. There have been many such cycles 

generations have contributed technologies and 
equipment as infrastructure networks have been 

and the nation are headed toward the latest 
reincarnation of the dual track strategy described 
previously in this report.29  

Figure 17 (p. 35) represents the author’s 
prediction of how public infrastructure delivery 
strategy will evolve over the next thirty years 

The six basic delivery methods are shown in 

of the number of projects using each method (by 
percentage) and the percentage of public (direct) 
dollars expended using each method.  

A relatively small percentage (10%) of the total 
number of infrastructure projects will use the life 

vast majority of public infrastructure projects 

procurement system constitutes the most 
serious obstacle to the effective use of the 

six basic delivery methods to improve public 
infrastructure assets. 

appropriate projects makes it possible to 
leverage government and private funds to 

achieve a program of infrastructure renewal 
and expansion beyond the capacity of 

government funds alone. 
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(75%) will continue to use design-bid-build 
(and Construction Management at Risk) for 
initial delivery because of the essential need in 

and control of the initial design. The use of 
design-build will continue to expand (to 10% 
of all projects and approximately 5% of all 
expenditures). Operations and maintenance (by 
contract) will expand slightly in situations where 
governments need to better understand ongoing 

The current cycle is best compared to the 

its products over the last thirty years. In this time 

mass production of relatively “dumb” items of 
military equipment to the incorporation of highly 
sophisticated “smart” information technologies 

machines.  

The next incarnation of America’s infrastructure 
networks is now underway. The relative 

our new circumstances.  

the requirement for head-to-head competition 
in the award of public sector resources and 

role that governments (at all levels) must play in 
coordinating infrastructure projects at the network 

infrastructure needs is also clear.

Figure 17
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While the Commonwealth has yet to substantially 
participate in the emerging paradigm in which 

and the planning capacity to use these methods 
are effectively available for ready application 
to infrastructure problems and issues in 
Massachusetts.  

Glossary of Terms
A. General Terms
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS. For purposes 

(sometimes called “vertical projects” in the 

design focus on inhabited space.  The distinction 
from Engineering Projects is for convenience 
only.

CLIENT/OWNER. Public or private client 
procuring facilities or services.

CONTRACTOR/PRODUCER.  The successful 
bidder or proposer that emerges as the winner of 
the procurement process.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. The written 
description of the infrastructure facility to be 

operation and maintenance.  These may include 
drawings and other documents illustrating the 

and characteristics of the project.

ENGINEERING PROJECTS. Projects 
predominantly involving design by engineers 

projects (sometimes called “horizontal projects” 

design focus on inhabited space.  The distinction 

convenience only.

INFRASTRUCTURE. Used in a broad sense to 
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restoration.

INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITY.

public safety services.  This includes government 

PORTFOLIO OF PROJECTS. The collection 

PROJECT. Discrete tasks performed in 

facility or service.  

PROJECT VIABILITY. A combination of 

all the project delivery methods.  

B. Terms Relating to Delivery 
Methods
INITIAL DELIVERY. The design and 

Long term operations and maintenance is not 
included in this phase.

LIFE-CYCLE DELIVERY. All phases of an 

delivery of the initial facility and its operations 

and maintenance of the facility throughout its 
useful life.  

DESIGN-BID-BUILD (DBB). A segmented 
delivery strategy in which the design of an 
infrastructure facility is fully separated from 

from maintenance and operation of the facility.  

include long term operations and maintenance.  
Included in DBB is an important variant known 

of a construction manager before the design is 
completed.  CM at Risk assists the client and 
the designer during the completion of the design 
process and commits to a Guaranteed Maximum 
Price to construct the project before construction 
commences.

DESIGN-BUILD (DB). A delivery strategy 
in which the client procures both design and 
construction of an infrastructure facility from a 
single producer.  

DESIGN-BUILD-OPERATE-MAINTAIN 
(DBOM). Delivery method in which the client 

and operation of an infrastructure facility as an 

period from a single producer.  The client provides 
initial planning and the functional design for 

permit private sector producers to compete for 
the project on pre-established evaluation criteria.  

requires that the client directly provide either 
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client shares the obligation with the producer 

payments to the producer (sometimes referred to 
as “availability payments” or “shadow tolls”) in 

collected from operation of the infrastructure 

all or a portion of the funds required to pay for 
the services provided by the producer during the 
contract period are either appropriated by the 
client prior to award of the contract or secured by 

user charges.

DESIGN-BUILD-FINANCE-OPERATE-
MAINTAIN (DBFOM). Also known as build-
operate-transfer (BOT): A delivery method in 

period.  The client provides initial planning and 

private sector producers to compete for the 
project on pre-established evaluation criteria.  In 

is placed squarely on the producer.  No client 
funds are appropriated to pay for any part of the 
services provided by the producer during the 
contract period.

BUILD-OPERATE-TRANSFER (BOT). The 
popular name in the 1980’s and 1990’s in the 
Far East and in the Middle East for DBFOM.  
Operations and maintenance: A project delivery 
method in which the client enters into a single 

maintenance of an infrastructure facility.

C. Terms relating to the MIT 
Framework
QUADRANT I. The portion of the MIT 

There are two key delivery methods in this 

the public and private sectors.

QUADRANT II. The portion of the MIT 

The key delivery method in this quadrant is 
DBFOM.

QUADRANT III. The portion of the MIT 

QUADRANT IV. The portion of the MIT 

There are three key delivery methods in this 

long term operations and maintenance.  All three 
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Endnotes
1 These transactions are discussed in more detail 
below.
2

this research.
3

4 The results of this research are presented in 
Principles of Public and Private Infrastructure 

5

recommendations to Congress on the future 
federal role in surface transportation policy.  To 

www.transportationfortomorrow.org. 
6 Proposal preparation costs (transaction costs) 
spent by all proposers are estimated to be in 
excess of $30 million.
7 The present value of one dollar ($1.00) ninety-
nine (99) years from now is $0.008 (eight tenths of 

rate of 5%).  The present value of one dollar 
($1.00) 75 years from now is $0.026 (between 2 
and 3 pennies -- at the same discount rate).  Put 

almost nothing to the private sector.  Does it make 
practical sense for governments to do so?
8 Life Cycle Delivery would be a more descriptive 

today’s environment.
9 A complete case study of the Northumberland 

10

11 Two case studies on Highway 407 ETR are 

12

transactions.
13

and Local Governments.  Both are available from 

2007 MC PIP: http://www.abanet.org/abastore/
index .c fm?sec t ion=main&fm=Produc t .
AddToCart&pid=5390260 

2000 MC: http://www.abanet.org/abastore/
index .c fm?sec t ion=main&fm=Produc t .
AddToCart&pid=5390244 
14

to build will likely cost between 6% and 10% 

owner will likely spend between $800 Million 

life.  A good rule of thumb to estimate annual 
operations and maintenance costs is to assume 
7% to 9% of initial delivery costs (design and 

practice is to collect actual data.
15 The concept is similar to a 10% or 20% 

contribution by an owner that gives comfort to 
the bank that the borrower believes it will pay the 

if the bank isn’t repaid.  The borrower has strong 
incentives to make the project work.
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16

that the demand from motorists was more than 

17 The very long terms of monetization transactions 

with substantial up-front payments are creating 
substantial concern in the public sector as to the 

projected rate of returns on private investment.
18 A proposition fully supported by the research at 

19 Public disclosure of appropriate information 

20 All levels of governments throughout the 
Commonwealth have commitments other than 
infrastructure that also require borrowing.  Health 
care and education are primary examples of needs 
that compete with public infrastructure.
21 This is rare for cities and towns in the 

funds have been established in prior years.
22

evaluating whether an annual net revenue stream 
from an existing or proposed Infrastructure 

Delivery and Life Cycle Delivery is to divide 
the projected income stream by discount rates of 
8% and 10%.  The result provides a preliminary 
range for the Initial Delivery costs that could be 

the annual revenue stream of $42 Million dollars 
promised as a minimum payment by the Canadian 
government on the Northumberland Bridge 

support the bridge IF the bridge can be designed 
and constructed in the range between $420 
million dollars ($42 million divided by 10%) 
and $525 million dollars ($42 million divided by 
8%).  Trial discount rates should only be used for 
ball-parking purposes.  The actual cost of capital 
is more appropriately used as projects move from 

23 Both alternatives of Design Build Operate 
Maintain are considered together in this section.
24 The ABA 2007 Model Code for Public 
Infrastructure Procurement provides practical 

25

sunken tube technology with self sealing tube 

at private sector risk.  Parsons Brinckerhoff’s 
experience with the technology helped move it to 
Boston.
26 DBFOM has also been successful used where 
the economics of the proposed concession are 
so strong that the government need not assume 

of this.  
27 The Big Dig was perceived by many in the 
Commonwealth as “draining the moat dry” with 
respect to other infrastructure needs across the 
state.
28 The ABA 2007 Model Code for Public 
Infrastructure Procurement (MC PIP) published 

meeting all of these goals.  The competitive 
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processes employed in the 2007 MC PIP are 

substantially adopted for procurement of supplies 
and services in the 1980’s.
29
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